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Two adventurous worlds of VICTORIUS collide on power metal apex Dinosaur Warfare Pt. 2 – The

Great Ninja War!

Prepare yourself for another battle of fantastical might with power metal space warriors VICTORIUS!

Leading the listener into a far-out world of myths, tales and battles with new allies to save mankind, their

new album, Dinosaur Warfare Pt. 2 – The Great Ninja War, merges the worlds of the band’s Dinosaur

Warfare - Legend of the Power Saurus EP and previous album, Space Ninjas from Hell. This otherworldly

amalgamation blends the thrilling plot of their new opus with grand storytelling, forcing you to wonder if

you’re listening to an album… or experiencing the next huge blockbuster action hit, on record! Out June

24, 2022 via Napalm Records, this adventurous ride sees the mighty dinosaurs rise again to fight against

the evil space ninja clan Sunbladers. Led to the battle ground by a magical mammoth, the laser dinosaurs

unite their power on earth and in the sky to halt the ninja’s second try to enslave mankind!

Dinosaur Warfare Pt. 2 – The Great Ninja War sets off with a monumental introduction, cracking open

this mystical world as it flows into “Victorious Dinogods”. The track initiates battle with relentless power

metal as the mighty dinogods resurrect to protect mankind against the space ninja attack. Luckily, the

dinogods don’t stand alone, as they are proudly joined in battle by the “Mighty Magic Mammoth”,

awakened by a fiery comet. But wait, there are more brothers-in-arms (and songs) on their way – like

“Juarassic Jetfighters”, “Triceps Ceratops” and “Tyrannosaurus Steel”. The three join forces to fight the

ninjas and their fearsome dragon, as fabled on smashing track “Dinos and Dragons”, spiced with an

intense guitar solo praising the tradition of speed metal with a remarkable virtuosity. A foreshadowing of

what’s to come when the ninjas take command is described with “Katana Kingdom Rising”, setting off

with stomping drums that lead to an anthemic chorus. Strong symphonic elements are witnessed on

“God of Roar” as well as on the powerful track “Night of the Nuclear Ninja”, which tells the story of the

space ninjas transforming into even deadlier, nuclear versions of themselves. This is when another grand

figure joins the fold: the giant “Powerzord”, a mighty robot lord, who comes to the aid of the dinosaurs

in battle with the aim of finally freeing mankind from the space ninja threat. Will the dinos and their

brave supporters manage to prevent the nuclear ninja kingdom from rising? Find out on Dinosaur

Warfare Pt. 2 – The Great Ninja War – a roaring good time for all!


